
                     STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Avondale Jockey Club Date: Wednesday, 2 June 2016 
Weather: Showery 
Track: Slow (8), downgraded to Heavy (10) after Race 1 
Rail: 6 Metres 
Stewards: M J Williamson (Chairman), J Oatham, B Jones, P Kinsey 
Stenographer: M Gemmell 

 

GENERAL:  
 Rider M Cameron was reprimanded by Stewards regarding his conduct when returning to the enclosure after Race 2. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: DELEGATE, SAVILE ROW, CABARET, OUR PATRIARCH, WOLFF SPIRIT, SPRITZ, RUBEE, LORIGGIO 

Suspensions: Nil   

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil    

Warnings: Nil    

Bleeders: Race 1 SON OF CIVICS 

Horse Actions: Race 
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SON OF CIVICS.  Three month stand down from racing in NZ and a two month 
stand down from track work as well as a clear veterinary certificate of fitness 
prior to trialing or racing again 
NEDDY NADEEM   Warning - barrier manners  
SWISS ELLE  Must barrier trial to satisfaction of Stewards prior to racing again 
LORD SNOW Must barrier trial to satisfaction of Stewards prior to racing again 
 

Medical Certificates: Received for D Danis 

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratchings: Race 
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TIME TO CELEBRATE – downgrade in track conditions, 12.33pm 
SCOOTER O’REILLY – downgrade in track conditions 12.40pm 
SWISS ELLE – refused to enter barriers, 2.31pm 
LORD SNOW – vet advice at start, 4.08pm 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 AJC Next Meeting 15 July 2100  

GLAMOUR BOY (D Prastiyou) was slow to begin. 
FASTAZELLE (S McKay) began awkwardly and knuckled, hampering MANGAROA TAHI (T Thornton) which shifted out 
crowding SON OF CIVICS (E Farr) which lost ground. 
MANGAROA TAHI raced in restricted room passing the 500 metres. 



LADY ECHEZEAUX (S Spratt) shifted outwards across the heels of MANGAROA TAHI to obtain clear running passing 
the 200 metres.   MANGAROA TAHI then lay out under pressure with LADY ECHEZEAUX then shifting outwards to 
avoid that runner’s heels, hampering CRAFTYEVA (M Cameron) near the 150 metres. 
SON OF CIVICS returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils and was deemed to have bled.   SON OF 
CIVICS now faces a three month stand down from racing in New Zealand and a two month stand down from track 
work as well as a clear veterinary certificate of fitness prior to trialing or racing again. 
When questioned regarding the performance of ARITE GURU, Apprentice Rider A Sims advised that the gelding had 
not been entirely comfortable in today’s track conditions. 

Race 2 NZB Insurance Pearl Series Race 

SOUTHERN PRINCESS (S Collett) was slow away (4L). 
HARRY NEW SHOES (L Innes) lay out shortly after the start, making contact with the hind quarters of SAVILE ROW (M 
Coleman) which was shifting inwards.   When being corrected by its rider SAVILE ROW shifted outwards forcing 
EARLEYGAIN (V Colgan) into the line of THISTLEDONICELY (K McCulloch) which had to be steadied, losing ground. 
HARRY NEW SHOES made the bend passing the 800 metres awkwardly forcing EARLEYGAIN wider on the track. 
L Innes reported that HARRY NEW SHOES had made abnormal breathing noises during the race with the gelding 
undergoing an endoscopic examination which revealed some mucus in the larynx and trachea.   Trainer T Pike advised 
that HARRY NEW SHOES would now be spelled. 
When questioned regarding the performance of THISTLEDONICELY Rider K McCulloch advised that the filly had not 
been entirely comfortable in today’s track conditions. 

Race 3 Fasttrack Insurance 1200 

SWISSILICIOUS (G Cooksley) began awkwardly, losing ground. 
BLACK RABBIT (L Allpress) was slow away. 
MAQUIS over-raced when being restrained in the early stages. 
RHYTHM ‘N PLAY (S Collett) had to be restrained when racing in restricted room approaching the 800 metres to the 
inside of NIGHTSONG (M Coleman) which was dictated inwards by MAQUIS (T Thornton).   Rider T Thornton was 
advised that she must exercise greater care in similar circumstances. 
KNIGHTS VALLEY (D Prastiyou) commenced to hang outwards when placed under pressure from near the 500 metres. 
NIGHTSONG and MAQUIS came together passing the 100 metres when racing in restricted room between RAPID AS 
(U Holmquist) and CABARET (C Lammas) which were both shifting ground slightly, with both NIGHTSONG and 
MAQUIS becoming briefly unbalanced.  

Race 4 West Brook Winery 1200 

NEDDY NADEEM (L Magorrian) was slow to enter the barriers with Trainer S Wenn being advised that a warning 
would be placed against the gelding’s barrier manners. 
THE KAIHU KID (Z Nor Azman) was slow to begin. 
MAKE ME ACHIEVER (S Spratt) lay out near the 900 metres forcing NEDDY NADEEM outwards into the line of ANGEL 
VAN HAARLEM (D Prastiyou) which was steadied. 
SOLMIZATION (L Allpress) over-raced in the early and middle stages. 
NEDDY NADEEM lay out passing the 400 metres making contact with ANGEL VAN HAARLEM which then lay in forcing 
NEEDY NADEEM across the heels of CALL ME BOB (K McCulloch). 

Race 5 Goodwin Property Management 1200  

SWISS ELLE (S Weatherley) was a late scratching at 2.31pm after refusing to enter the barriers.   The Stable 
Representative was advised that the filly must barrier trial to the satisfaction of a Stipendiary Steward prior to racing 
next. 
EL PRIMO (S Spratt) began awkwardly. 
PRINCESS ATHENA (A Sims) shifted in when leaving the barriers, crowding KILMAC (D Prastiyou), WOLFF SPIRIT (C 
Lammas) and EMBRACEABLE YOU (K McCulloch) which was steadied, losing ground. 
Apprentice R Elliot (SCUSA) dropped his whip near the 300 metres.  
TWILIGHT SKY underwent a veterinary examination following the race which revealed no abnormalities. 
 
 
 



Race 6 NZB Insurance Pearl Series Race 

SPRING SHOW (U Holmquist) was slow to begin (4L). 
SHOW LOVER (D Prastiyou) jumped away awkwardly hampering MARGIN CALL (M McNab) which was forced on to 
the hind quarters of BLACKMAGICWOMAN (S Weatherley). 
WANNABE ROYALE (S Collett) shifted inwards when leaving the barriers crowding SPUR STREET VIPER (A Jones). 
DOUBLE MALT (V Colgan) commenced to give ground appreciably passing the 800 metres, shifting back on to SHOW 
LOVER which was hampered. 

Race 7 avondalesundaymarkets.co.nz 1600 

CASTLE RIDGE (D Prastiyou) had to be steadied to avoid the heels of RUBEE (T Thornton) passing the 1000 metres. 

Race 8 Avondale Sunday Markets 1600  

LORD SNOW (L Innes) reared in the barriers, getting its front legs cast over the front of the gates and was declared a 
late scratching on veterinary advice at 4.08pm.   Trainer Mrs M Murdoch was advised that LORD SNOW must barrier 
trial to the satisfaction of a Stipendiary Steward prior to racing again.  
LORIGGIO (L Magorrian) was slow to begin (3L). 
FIREWATER (M McNab) began awkwardly, losing ground. 
LORIGGIO shifted in under pressure passing the 150 metres with NAKURU (M Coleman) shifting away from that 
runner. 
FIREWATER underwent a veterinary examination after Rider M McNab reported that the gelding had made abnormal 
breathing noises during the running which could find no abnormalities.  Trainer R Vance was advised to report 
anything that may become apparent in days subsequent. 
SUPERMATIC underwent a veterinary examination following the race after Rider L Allpress advised that the gelding 
had not felt comfortable in its action which could find no abnormalities. 
 

  
 
 


